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administrivia
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feb 14-23 : proposal meetings

march 7 : presentation topics due

march 9 : proposals due

march 27-april 3 : project updates

april 5-24 : paper presentations

may 1 : final project presentations

may 3 : process books due
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-definitions

-visualizing trees
- indented
- node link
- enclosure
- layered

-visualizing graphs
- node link
- matrix
- network summarizations



GRAPHS & TREES

-graphs
-model relations amount data
-nodes and edges

-trees
-graphs with hierarchical structure
- connected graph with N-1 edges

-nodes as parents and children
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SPATIAL LAYOUT

-primary concern of graph drawing is 
the spatial layout of nodes and edges

-often (but not always) the goal is to 
effectively depict the graph structure
-connectivity, path-following
-network distance
-clustering
-ordering (e.g., hierarchy level)
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VISUALIZING TREES

-recursion makes it elegant and 
fast to draw trees

-approaches:
- indentation
-node link
-enclosure
- layering



INDENTATION

Drawing trees - indentation



NODE-LINK: Reingold-Tilford



11 http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/

ENCLOSURE

http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/
http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/


LAYERED
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http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/http://ivtk.sourceforge.net/

http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/
http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/
http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/
http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/
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http://www.informatik.uni-rostock.de/~hs162/treeposter/poster.html%23detailview
http://www.informatik.uni-rostock.de/~hs162/treeposter/poster.html%23detailview
http://www.informatik.uni-rostock.de/~hs162/treeposter/poster.html%23detailview
http://www.informatik.uni-rostock.de/~hs162/treeposter/poster.html%23detailview
http://www.informatik.uni-rostock.de/~hs162/treeposter/poster.html%23detailview
http://www.informatik.uni-rostock.de/~hs162/treeposter/poster.html%23detailview
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VISUALIZING GRAPHS



GRAPH LAYOUTS

-node link layouts
- layered / Sugiyama
- force directed
-other

-matrix layouts

-attribute based layouts

	




SUGIYAMA-TYPE LAYOUT

-great for graphs that 
have an intrinsic ordering

-‘depth’ in graph mapped 
to one axis

UNIX ancestry



-create layering of graph
- from domain specific knowledge
- longest path from root
- algorithmically determine best layering (NP-Hard)

-dummy nodes for long edges

Drawing graphs – node link
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SUGIYAMA STEP 1



-minimize crossings layer by layer (NP-hard)
-numerous heuristics available

Drawing graphs – node link

SUGIYAMA STEP 2
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-final assignment of x-coordinates
-routing of edges

Drawing graphs – node link

SUGIYAMA STEP 3
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20 Gansner 1993



SUGIYAMA

+ nice, readable top down flow

+ relatively fast (depending on heuristic 
used for crossing minimization)

- not really suitable for graphs that don’t 
have an intrinsic top down structure

- hard to implement 
- use free graphviz lib instead: http://www.graphviz.org

http://www.graphviz.org/
http://www.graphviz.org/


FORCE DIRECTED LAYOUT
-no intrinsic layering, now what?
-physics model 
-edges = springs
-nodes = repulsive particles

Drawing graphs – node link



AESTHETIC RESULTS

highschool 
dating network



FORCE MODEL

-many variations, but usually physical 
analogy:
-repulsion : fR(d) = CR * m1*m2 / d2 

- m1, m2 are node masses
- d is distance between nodes

-attraction : fA(d) = CA * (d – L) 
- L is the rest length of the spring
- i.e. Hooke’s Law

-total force on a node x with position x’
-∑ neighbors(x) : fA(||x’-y’||) * (x’-y’) + -fR(||x’-y’||) * (x’-y’)



ALGORITHM

-start from random layout

-(global) loop:
- for every node pair compute repulsive force
- for every edge compute attractive force
-accumulate forces per node
-update each node position in direction of 
accumulated force

-stop when layout is ‘good enough’



FORCE DIRECTED LAYOUTS

+ very flexible, aesthetic 
layouts on many types of 
graphs

+ can add custom forces

+ relatively easy to implement

- repulsion loop is O(n2) per 
iteration
- can speed up to O(N log N) using 

quadtree or k-d tree

- prone to local minima
- can use simulated annealing

Drawing graphs – node link

http://www.cricketschirping.com/processing/GraphLayout/
http://www.cricketschirping.com/processing/GraphLayout/
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mentionmap

http://mentionmapp.com/%23user-barackobama
http://mentionmapp.com/%23user-barackobama
http://mentionmapp.com/%23user-barackobama
http://mentionmapp.com/%23user-barackobama
http://mentionmapp.com/%23user-barackobama
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OTHER NODE LINK LAYOUTS

-orthogonal
- great for UML diagrams
- algorithmically complex

-circular layouts
- emphasizes ring topologies
- used in social network 
diagrams

-nested layouts
- recursively apply layout 
algorithms
- great for graphs with 
hierarchical structure
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http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/


NODE LINK LAYOUTS

+ understandable visual 
mapping

+ can show overall 
structure, clusters, paths

+ flexible, many variations

- all but the most trivial 
algorithms are > O(N2)

- not good for dense 
graphs
- hairball problem!

Drawing graphs – node link



MATRIX LAYOUTS

-instead of node link diagram, use 
adjacency matrix representation

A

CB

D E

A

B

C

D

E

A         B        C         D         E



SPOTTING PATTERNS IN 
MATRICES

Henry 2006



MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS

+ great for dense graphs 

+ visually scalable

+ can spot clusters

- abstract visualization

- hard to follow paths



ALTERNATIVE LAYOUT
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ATTRIBUTE-DRIVEN LAYOUT
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-large node-link diagrams get messy!

-are there additional structures we can 
exploit?

-idea: use data attributes to perform layout
-e.g., scatterplot based on node values

-dynamic queries and/or brushing can be 
used to enhance perception of connectivity
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cerebral
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semantic substrates
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metabolic 
network
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PIVOT GRAPH
-task abstraction
- show relationship between node attributes and connections 
in a multi-attribute graph

-data abstraction
- relational dataset

- nodes (and edges) have multiple discrete attributes
- rollup and selection transformations

Wattenberg 2006



VISUAL ENCODING
- line (1D) or grid (2D) layout
- area subdivided by number of values for an attribute

-number of nodes based on attribute count, not 
original graph node count

-size of nodes and edges related to number of 
aggregated original nodes and edges

-scalability through abstraction, not layout algorithm
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VISUAL ENCODING

-line for 1D rollup, or grid for 2D case

45 Wattenberg 2006



INTERACTION
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-changing rollup/selection choices
-animated transitions between states



PIVOT GRAPH
-in general, more compact than 
matrix representation
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CRITIQUE: what do you think?
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CRITIQUE
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-strengths
- focus on multi-attribute graphs
- abstraction matches focus
- scales to large graphs
-nice component of multiview system

-weaknesses
- graph topology not always preserved through rollup and 
selection
-only two attributes
-doesn’t support continuous variables
-multivariate edges?



RECAP
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-TREES
– indentation 
– simple, effective for small trees

– node link and layered 
– looks good but needs exponential space

– enclosure (treemaps) 
– great for size related tasks but suffer in structure related tasks

-GRAPHS
– node link 
– familiar, but problematic for dense graphs

– adjacency matrices 
–abstract, hard to follow paths

– attribute-driven 
–not always possible

-TAKE HOME MESSAGE: no ultimate solution



exercise
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GRAPH DRAWING EXERCISE 
 
 
 
adjacency matrix 
 
            !"""#"""$"""%"""&"""'"""(""")"""*"""!+"
""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"
""""-"
""!"-"+"""+"""!"""+"""+"""!"""!"""+"""+"""+"
""""-"
""#"-"+"""+"""!"""+"""+"""!"""+"""!"""!"""+"
""""-"
""$"-"!"""!"""+"""+"""+"""+"""+"""+"""+"""!"
""""-"
""%"-"+"""+"""+"""+"""!"""+"""!"""+"""!"""+"
""""-"
""&"-"+"""+"""+"""!"""+"""+"""+"""!"""+"""+"
""""-"
""'"-"!"""!"""+"""+"""+"""+"""+"""+"""!"""!"
""""-"
""("-"!"""+"""+"""!"""+"""+"""+"""!"""+"""+"
""""-"
"")"-"+"""!"""+"""+"""!"""+"""!"""+"""+"""+"
""""-"
""*"-"+"""!"""+"""!"""+"""!"""+"""+"""+"""+"
""""-"
"!+"-"+"""+"""!"""+"""+"""!"""+"""+"""+"""+"
""""- 
"

create an aesthetically pleasing 
node-link diagram 
representation



L16: Maps

REQUIRED READING
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